PRESS RELEASE:
IXTROM FEATURED IN GARTNER’S 2018 MARKET GUIDE FOR CRISIS/EMERGENCY
MANAGEMENT PLATFORMS.
Magog, Quebec – 22 February 2018 – IXTROM Group, a leader in situational awareness and information
management systems, is pleased to announce it has been featured in Gartner’s 2018 Market Guide for
Crisis/Emergency Management Platforms.
Gartner, a trusted and objective resource for more than 15,000 organizations in 100+ countries, identified
the challenges facing modern organizations as they attempt to optimize day-to-day management
activities while simultaneously preparing for crisis events. Integrated C/EMPs have become the ‘go-to’
solutions for organizations responsible for safeguarding public safety and maintaining readiness.
On page 15 of the Gartner Report, IXTROM Group was recognized for numerous “notable features”
including its web-based, multi-agency interoperability and its integrated incident command system that
combine real-time situation reports with interactive geographical information. The report also noted
that IXTROM’s solution utilizes real-time dashboards to improve situational awareness and assess
training outcomes.
Having also been featured in earlier Gartner publications, including the 2013 and 2010 Hype Cycle for
Business Continuity (1 July 2013 and 8 September 2010, respectively), IXTROM Group continues to
solidify their reputation as a market leader in the world of crisis management.
IXTROM recognizes that every second counts during a crisis. In order for responders to make the best
decisions when it matters, their operational solutions should reflect the challenges they face in the real
world. Real-time, uninterrupted feedback in both training and performance analysis is the greatest
predictor of mission success. Basing its technologies on this understanding has helped IXTROM lay the
foundation of a strong company culture that consistently challenges the status quo of traditional market
offerings.

About IXTROM:
IXTROM specializes in software engineering and the development of intelligent and innovative solutions
that provide users with Situational Awareness and Command, Control, Communications and Computer,
Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance capabilities (C4ISR). The Company provides state-of-theart solutions with a unique framework, enabling seamless interoperability, cross-agency collaboration
and enhanced interconnectivity to support rapid, coordinated and safe responses to real-world threats.
Disclaimer
Gartner does not endorse any vendor, product or service depicted in its research publications, and does not
advise technology users to select only those vendors with the highest ratings or other designation.
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